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Babylon Revisited and Other Stories Jun 20 2019 Set in the year after the 1929 crash and incorporating many
autobiographical elements, 'Babylon Revisited' tells the story of the widower Charlie Wales, a reformed alcoholic
and successful businessman returning to Paris to convince his in-laws to give him back the daughter he abandoned.
As the old haunts of the city he used to carouse in seem more and more alien to him, he finds himself assailed by
feelings of guilt and regret.
REGULATOR & Other Stories Sep 23 2019
The Birds And Other Stories Nov 25 2019 FROM THE BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF REBECCA 'How long he
fought with them in the darkness he could not tell, but at last the beating of the wings about him lessened and then
withdrew . . . ' A classic of alienation and horror, 'The Birds' was immortalised by Hitchcock in his celebrated film.
The five other chilling stories in this collection echo a sense of dislocation and mock man's sense of dominance over
the natural world. The mountain paradise of 'Monte Verità' promises immortality, but at a terrible price; a neglected
wife haunts her husband in the form of an apple tree; a professional photographer steps out from behind the camera
and into his subject's life; a date with a cinema usherette leads to a walk in the cemetery; and a jealous father finds a
remedy when three's a crowd . . .
Women Who Live in Coffee Shops and Other Stories Nov 18 2021 Everybody says that the owner of Sal's Diner is a
former Mafioso, but nine-year-old Joanna, whose mom has worked for him as long as she can remember, has a hard
time believing he's a Mafia retiree. But one day, when two fat, toothless men who look like the Godfather's brothers
show up at the diner, she wonders if maybe the rumor is true. And when Sal is arrested a few days later, Joanna's
mother not only runs the diner while he's in jail, she also leads the charge to save him. Can the women who frequent
his diner--the League of Women Who Live in Coffee Shops--save Sal from doing hard time in prison? Set against an
urban backdrop of seedy motels and dilapidated houses next to industrial buildings and railroad tracks, Stella Pope
Duarte's award-winning stories follow characters who make up the city's underbelly. Some strut through the lethal
streets, flamboyant and hard to miss--flashy divas, transvestites, and prostitutes, like Valentine, "one of the girls who
decorated Van Buren Street like ornaments dangling precariously on a Christmas tree." Others remain hidden,
invisible to those who don't seek them out--bag ladies, illegals, and addicts.
The Man Upstairs And Other Stories By P.G. Wodehouse Apr 23 2022 There were three distinct stages in the
evolution of Annette Brougham's attitude towards the knocking in the room above. In the beginning it had been
merely a vague discomfort. Absorbed in the composition of her waltz she had heard it almost subconsciously.
Square Persimmon and Other Stories Sep 16 2021 The Square Persimmon and Other Stories is an introduction to
Takashi Atoda—one of Japan's most popular and versatile writers of fiction. Takashi Atocia is a master storyteller.
Like the bar madam in "The Glow of Lipstick," he is capable of weaving a tale that captures the reader's attention
from beginning to end. His plots deal with ordinary people, yet the emotional impact of each story is unusually
strong. His down-to-earth characters inhabit a world that may at first appear familiar, but Atoda can so manipulate a

scene that suddenly the reader is wondering whether it is reality or illusion that he is observing. Many stories feature
bizarre endings. In these eleven stories, Atoda examines universal themes-first love, lost love, change, fate-through
unmistakably Japanese eyes. The dreamlike quality of some stories invites the reader to draw his own conclusions in
the denouement. Yet, in each one, Atoda brings to bear his precise style and his own unique vision, by turns
mysterious, romantic, darkly humorous, and even bizarre.
THE EDUCATION OF KING PETER. CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE AND OTHER STORIES. Mar 30
2020 Richard Horatio Edgar Wallace (1875-1932) was a prolific British crime writer, journalist and playwright, who
wrote 175 novels, 24 plays, and countless articles in newspapers and journals. Edgar Wallace was born in Yarmouth,
Greenwich, Norfolk. His biological parents were actors Richard Horatio Edgar (who never knew of his existence)
and Mary Jane "Polly" Richards, nee Blair. Known as Richard Freeman, Edgar had a happy childhood, forming an
especially close bond with 20-year-old Clara Freeman who became like a second mother to him. His foster-father
George Freeman was an honourable and kind man and determined to ensure Richard received a good education. He
is most famous today as the co-creator of King Kong, writing the early screenplay and story for the movie, as well as
a short story King Kong (1933) credited to him and Draycott Dell. He was known for the J. G. Reeder detective
stories, The Four Just Men, The Ringer, and for creating the Green Archer character during his lifetime. His other
works include: The Angel of Terror (1922), The Clue of the Twisted Candle (1916), and The Daffodil Mystery
(1920).
The Hero of Kargil & Other Stories Oct 17 2021 The stories in this book pertain to the wars, which India has
fought since its Independence in 1962, 65, 71 and 99. The war stories have always aroused the curiosity of the
readers. Although many books have been written on conflicts between India and its neighbours, no author has
attempted to write stories. This book is therefore unique, the only one of its kind, a book of fiction on events and
characters, in the background of war. The wars have topical interest and as time passes, one forgets them and gets
engrossed in current issues. This is natural. However, certain events such as missile attack on Karachi, shattering of
enemy offensive by Hunter aircraft at Longewala, the role played by the aircraft carrier INS VIKRANT and the
heroics of men in uniform have a lasting value, an element of permanence. These stories provide insight into ethos,
culture and lifestyle of the armed forces, their values, hardships and character. The stories narrate the account of war
and unfold its conduct in easy and interesting manner. The stories have been written in simple and endearing style. It
is a book, which ought to be read by all, the old and young.
My Father's Tears and Other Stories Jun 01 2020 A beautiful, moving collection of short stories, in many of which
Updike revisits the haunts of his childhood from the vantage point of old age. In 'Fiftieth' old friends reconnect at a
class reunion, and one of them is left wondering, 'What does it mean: the enormity of having been children and now
being old, living next to death.' In the story 'The Full Glass' the protagonist describes somewhat ruefully the rituals
of old age. Before going to bed, he raises his nightly water glass 'drinking a toast to the visible world, his impending
disappearance from it be damned.' In 'Varieties of Religious Experiences' a grandfather, visiting his daughter in
Brooklyn Heights, watches the tower of the World Trade Centre fall, and his view of a God is forever altered. Again
and again in these memorable stories, Updike strikes to the heart, giving words to what is so often left unsaid. He is
at once witty, devastatingly observant, touching - and, of course, a consummate storyteller. This is a collection that
will be admired and cherished.
NORTH BY NORTHEAST AND OTHER STORIES Mar 22 2022 Each of the ten tales in this collection has a plot
connected with the game of golf. The stories are also linked by an underlying theme based on the element of chance
altering ordinary course of events. The appearance of a common character in almost all of them serves to heighten a
sense of involvement as the different plots unfold. 'With a fine eye for detail and nuances in the human condition, as
seen through the protagonists in each story, Parmarsan S. Thangkhiew's narrations weave seamlessly through golf, a
prince among sports. Often, the author's wry sense of humor is also made all too evident, an exercise that is rare
among present day Indian writers writing in English. A toast of a read!' Dhruba Hazarika, Author of 'Bowstring
Winter'
England and Other Stories Aug 03 2020 From the Booker Prize–winning author of Last Orders and Wish You
Were Here, his first new book of short fiction in nearly thirty years: beautifully crafted, piercingly observant stories
that unite into a richly peopled vision of a country that is both a crucible of history and a maze of contemporary
confusions. Meet Dr. Shah who has never been to India, and Mrs. Kaminski, on her way to Poland; meet Holly and
Polly, who have come to their own Anglo-Irish understanding, and Charlie and Don, who have seen the docks turn
into Docklands; Daisy Baker, who is terrified of Yorkshire; and Johnny Dewhurst, stranded on Exmoor. Graham
Swift steers us effortlessly from the seventeenth century to the present day, from world-shaking events to the secret
dramas lived out in rooms, workplaces, homes. With these open-eyed, eloquent and often comic stories, Swift charts
a human geography that moves us profoundly.
Fu-Manchu - The Wrath of Fu-Manchu and Other Stories Jan 08 2021 This final volume in the Fu-Manchu
collection brings together some unpublished manuscripts, and stories which have previously appeared only in
magazine form, by the late Sax Rohmer. The long title novella and three others feature the dastardly Dr. Fu-Manchu

- and, of course, his unremitting opponent, Sir Denis Nayland Smith. There are eight more stories in this book, no
less characteristic of Sax Rohmer's art.
The Camera Store and Other Stories As Times Pass Aug 27 2022
The Stem-Cell Quarterback & Other Stories May 12 2021 Short Story Collection
Toby's Little Eden and Other Stories Nov 06 2020 The first story in this collection of short stories, The Ghostwriter,
is about a very successful thriller writer who seems to be possessed by the spirit of Charles Dickens. This leads him
to battle his inner demons and question his atheistic attitude. The second story is called Something To Do and
features an ordinary man who decides to become a writer. His quotidian task is complicated by slightly obsessive
thoughts relating to an old flame. The third story entitled Toby's Little Eden focuses on a strapping young man who
is happily dormant and isolated in his beautiful garden in North London but the arrival of a new young housekeeper
leads him to reluctantly come out of his shell. Found Wanting is about a man who seeks to gently nudge his wife
back into prostitution but is he pushing at an open door? The final story, Carlington Park G.C. is really a series of
comical sketches featuring the groundstaff of a new golf course in North Manchester.
The Privilege of the Sex and Other Stories Jun 25 2022 Jeffery Farnol, at one time the best-selling author in the
world, died in 1952. His biographer, Pat Bryan, has collected many of Farnol’s unpublished manuscripts, poems and
other material not previously collected in book form, and here presents, for the first time in fifty years, a new book
by Jeffery Farnol.
Chicken Soup for the Golfer's Soul Jan 28 2020 Chicken Soup for the Golfer's Soul is a perfect gift for any golfing
enthusiast, whether their drives land in the sand or on the green. This inspiring collection of stories from
professionals, caddies and amateur golfers shares the memorable moments of the game.
The Parrot Who Found a Pirate and Other Stories Apr 30 2020 This book contains eleven lively and original
stories for children and teenagers. Each of the stories is based in a different part of the world. The stories provide
valuable lessons for young people. In Curtis and the Ice-Cream the lessons of sharing and honesty are learned.
Similarly, in Kit the Kite and The Rainbow who lost her colours the values of sharing and searching for perfection
are emphasized. In The Parrot who found a Pirate readers will become aware of the flora and fauna of the Caribbean.
Young readers will appreciate the importance of tolerance and friendship in The Butterfly and the Bat whilst
overcoming fears and gaining courage is the message of Billy the Basketball. Some of the amusing and funny stories
include The Snails go to school and Louise likes leaves. Humility and wisdom can be found in the final storyChoosing a King.
The Man Upstairs and Other Stories May 24 2022 'The Man Upstairs and Other Stories' is a collection of short
stories by P. G. Wodehouse. Nineteen tales can be found inside, with the first one being 'The Man Upstairs'. It tells
the story of a quick-tempered female composer and music teacher, named Annette Brougham, who is disturbed by a
knocking on her ceiling. She visits the flat above to complain, but despite her initial feelings of anger towards him,
she soon finds herself drawn to "Alan Beverley", the modest and charming struggling artist she finds there.
Parakeet Races and Other Stories Apr 11 2021 Parakeet Races and Other Stories is a memoir that recounts the
challenges and escapades of a family of six children in the 1950s which faces the premature death of its mother.
Always authentic, each self-contained story can be read in just a few richly rewarding minutes that may leave the
reader laughing out loud, crying, or both. Together the stories recount the collective memories of a remarkable set of
siblings, three boys and three girls, the father who gives it his very best, and the mother whom the children can
barely remember. The stories explore the mystery of the mothers death and reflect how the death of a parent in that
era was often a topic not to be discussed or processed. The author, Cindy Hall Ranii, is the oldest daughter in the
Hall Family, and beyond sharing the memories of her childhood and that of her siblings, she also shares her
experiences as a world traveler, first as a teenager in Finland, then as a college student in India and finally as a Peace
Corps Volunteer in Iran. With her keen powers of observation and respectfulness of different cultures she gives the
reader the opportunity to eavesdrop on other peoples and other places. In the final segment of Parakeet Races Dr.
Ranii takes the reader into the world of disability. Stricken with Transverse Myelitis, a rare neuro-immunologic
disorder, she went from playing golf one day to being paralyzed from the chest down four days later. Her accounts
of this chapter of her life are told with the same delicious, rhythmic writing style as the other two segments of the
book. The author skillfully weaves her stories from decade to decade, taking the reader on a journey that captivates,
entertains and challenges.
On the Rez and Other Stories Sep 04 2020 Fifteen stories of quiet longing and desire, of second chances, and no
chance at all. In On the Rez, when youre broken down and abandoned in Indian territory, on the dusty back roads of
Kansas, there are certain to be monsters and fiends. In Ask for Anything, a family escaped into the Blue Ridge
Mountains learns you do not always get what you think you want. In Florida Blues, a former lover on a prison visit
must face regret, heartache, and frustration. While in California Quarter, a lady friend has not agreed to starving on
the trip home.
Forty Steps and Other Stories Mar 10 2021 This collection of sixteen short stories is set in Egg Rock, a fictional
town north of Boston. They are written in approximate chronological order spanning hundreds of years and are

linked not only by the setting but by the reappearance of characters, their ancestors, and descendants. Many are
loosely based on local North Shore legends and historical events. Ragnhild is an adviser to Thorvald Eiriksson, son
of Erik the Red and brother of Leif, on his voyages to Vinland. He describes their discovery of an idyllic almost
island during Thorvalds last days. Ezra Newhall is a jack-of-all-trades who works at Egg Rocks sprawling, jerrybuilt hotel, called The Castle. On the eve of the Civil War the Castle owners son returns home with a secret that is
about to be revealed. Priscilla, a writer seeking peace and quiet in a secluded Egg Rock cottage during World War II,
gets swept up by the war in a way she could never anticipate. Mayland, a TV weatherman, and his wife barely
survive a devastating fire, the work of an arsonist with a hundred-year grudge. In Forty Steps and Other Stories the
reader discovers a unique place that leaves its imprint, for better or for worse, on all who call it home.
The Man Upstairs Jun 13 2021 Nineteen tales of romantic entanglements from one of British literature’s comedic
stars, the author of the Jeeves novels. First published in 1914, these short stories by P. G. Wodehouse deal with
matters of the heart in all their complicated glory. From the struggling artist and his lovely downstairs neighbor in
“The Man Upstairs” to a playwright’s romantic rescues in “Deep Waters” to a matrimonial sweepstakes in “The
Good Angel,” Wodehouse captures the circumstances—both mundane and mysterious, contrived and
spontaneous—that bring two strangers together in love. Praise for P. G. Wodehouse “Wodehouse’s idyllic world can
never stale. He will continue to release future generations from captivity that may be more irksome than our own. He
has made a world for us to live in and delight in.” —Evelyn Waugh “He exhausts superlatives.” —Stephen Fry
“Pure word music.” —Douglas Adams
The Mountie In The House and Other Stories Dec 27 2019 From growing up in a Canadian Mountie household to
writing Hollywood screenplays, debut short story writer Rick Butler has mined his real-life experiences for THE
MOUNTIE IN THE HOUSE AND OTHER STORIES. "Butler makes delightful debut with short stories... great
entertainment, with distinctive characters and tales... Butler has created a fine collection of memorable characters
and tales. Let’s hope we hear more from this delightful storyteller soon," writes Jodi Delong in The Chronicle
Herald (Halifax). "These are lively, insightful and highly entertaining stories from a very fine writer with talent to
burn," says Leo Furey, author of The Long Run. "Prime reading for lovers of vivid, fast-paced fiction." Among the
14 quirky, often-humorous tales, a seven-year-old boy watches his Mountie father pursue justice in their small town.
A Venice Beach murder victim pursues her killer from the other side. An escaped convict and a young screenwriter
light out for old Mexico in pursuit of a hit movie. A disgruntled wedding guest disrupts a million dollar ceremony. A
visiting student falls in with a rollicking cast of eccentrics in Brighton, UK. A screenwriter teams with Michael
Jackson to pitch a movie plot to the biggest studios... "Rick Butler's short story collection is the ideal travel
companion," says Chip Conley, author of Emotional Equations and Peak.
The Decoy and Other Stories Sep 28 2022 This book is a collection of short stories, often based on or influenced by,
personal experiences. Their themes are quite diverse, including realistic stories, science fiction, fantasy and
adventure. Some are set in the past; some in the present; and some in the future. Some, such as "The Volunteer's
Tale" and "The House of Lies", deal with social problems. Others, including "Canine Fantasies", are pure fantasy.
"The Uninvited Guest" combines elements of both. "The Decoy" enlarges whimsically upon an unpleasant travel
experience. While some stories have a social message, their primary purpose is to entertain.
The Great Gatsby and Other Stories Oct 25 2019 Love, ambition, and wealth take center stage in this collection
of classic stories from the Jazz Age. Often described as the “Great American Novel,” F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great
Gatsby is the quintessential story of love, ambition, and wealth in the Roaring Twenties. In the Long Island village
of West Egg, the rich and mysterious Jay Gatsby pursues the now-married Daisy Buchanan, whom he last saw five
years ago, before amassing his fortune. Along with the eleven short stories from Fitzgerald’s collection Tales of the
Jazz Age—including “The Curious Case of Benjamin Button”—this Word Cloud edition makes a fine addition to
anyone’s bookshelf.
A Wild Goose Chase: And Other Stories Oct 05 2020 For over four decades Mike has been shooting and chasing
the elusive Wild Goose; mainly the Pink-footed Goose. He certainly knows the meaning of the saying, 'A Wild
Goose Chase and Goose Fever' as he has experienced it many times throughout his lifetime. Now in his mid-sixties
he has probably seen and been involved in areas of shooting that will never be witnessed or ever re-lived again. But
local reports show that now even after many, many years geese are still on a 20% yearly increase. It must be the
most sought after bird in the UK during the winter months. There are a number of short stories in this book about his
‘adventures’ as he calls them and the fun he shared with many others. Mike talks about what it’s like to go
Wildfowling and inland Goose Shooting. He tells of sitting for hours just waiting to see those magnificent birds as
they leave the safety of the estuaries or lochs to fly inland to their feeding grounds.
Babylon Revisited and Other Stories (Fitzgerald's Greatest Short Stories) Dec 19 2021 This carefully crafted
ebook: "Babylon Revisited and Other Stories (Fitzgerald's Greatest Short Stories)” is formatted for your eReader
with a functional and detailed table of contents. Babylon Revisited and Other Stories is a collection of Fitzgerald's
ten best-known short stories written between 1920 and 1937. The Stories are set in the year after the stock market
crash of 1929, just after what Fitzgerald called the "Jazz Age". Brief flashbacks take place in the Jazz age itself. Also

it shows several references to the depression, and how the character had to adapt his life to it. Much of it is based on
the author's own experiences. The story Babylon Revisited is based on a true incident regarding Fitzgerald, his
daughter "Scottie", his sister-in-law Rosalind and her husband Newman Smith, on whom Marion and Lincoln Peters
are based. Rosalind and Newman had not been able financially to live as well as Scott and Zelda had lived during
the 1920s, and they had always regarded Scott as an irresponsible drunkard whose obsession with high living was
responsible for Zelda's mental problems. When Zelda suffered a breakdown and was committed to a sanitarium in
Switzerland, Rosalind felt that Scott was unfit to raise their daughter and that Rosalind and Newman should adopt
her. Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald (1896 -1940) was an American author of novels and short stories, whose works are
the paradigmatic writings of the Jazz Age. He is widely regarded as one of the greatest American writers of the 20th
century. Fitzgerald is considered a member of the "Lost Generation" of the 1920s. Table of Contents: The Ice Palace
May Day The Diamond as Big as the Ritz Winter Dreams Absolution The Rich Boy The Freshest Boy Babylon
Revisited Crazy Sunday The Long Way Out
Hoosier Hysteria, Sons, and Other Stories Dec 07 2020 Eight stories of terror, suspense, mystery, humor, and
surprise : A United States senator and vice-presidential candidate is forced to choose who in his family will live and
who will die; a newspaper reporter, journalism's answer to Inspector Clouseau, witnesses a murder, but police can
find no evidence a crime has been committed; two elderly women share an afternoon of uncertainty and terror; a
teenage boy dreams of becoming a star basketball player so he can win a girl's affection; a writer learns about truth,
honor, greed, betrayal, and himself; a young man follow a famous uncle in time travel to find the beautiful grassskirted women of 16th century Hawaii; the world faces environmental calamity after ignoring one man's plea to stop
polluting the skies; and an old man fears dying alone but learns it is not his worst nightmare.
God's Scorekeeper and Other Stories Feb 21 2022 Quick. What do these characters all have in common? An
anguished ghost whose interest in measuring mountains led to his premature death. A retired educator who takes a
part-time job inside the cozy confines of Wrigley Field’s manual scoreboard. An obsessive orthodontist known to
evangelize his prone patients. A bipolar father whose zany day includes an encounter with the police. And a victim
of identity theft, reconsidering his vocation. They’re all pastors, of course. Join storyteller Frank Honeycutt on a
roller coaster ride inside the flawed lives and vivid imaginations of sixteen ministers struggling to keep and make
sense of their faith. At times humorous, surprising, sad, and even warped, this fictional peek into the private lives of
clergy sheds angular light upon the complicated theological motives guiding those called to lead God’s people.
The Golem of Deneb Seven and Other Stories Jul 02 2020 31 science fiction and fantasy short stories encompassing
hard SF, fantasy humor, and everything in-between. * Refugees with a salvaged mech suit find that family ties are
stronger than armor. * Two artificial intelligences in love turn the world into their playground. * Modern-day Dante
is guided through hell by the ghost of Bob Marley. * Ancient gods and monsters stalk the halls of a 1920s night club.
* A young woman must save her planet by committing an act of terror. * In the rekindled space race between the
United States, Russia, and India, the winner might be the nation willing to sacrifice the most.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: The Golf Book Jan 20 2022 1. This book will be jointly promoted by Golf Digest and
Chicken Soup for the Soul for Father’s Day and beyond. 2. Book will be reviewed in Golf Digest and promoted on
Golf Digest web site. 3. CS has historically done very well with golf books, selling 1.3 million of first one and
217,000 of second one. Golf is a sport of passion and obsession like none other. Chicken Soup and Golf Digest
magazine have put together a great collection of true personal stories that wikk inspire, amuse, and surprise golfers.
Celebrity golfers, weekend golfers, beginners, and pros share the best stories they've told at the 19th hole, about
good times on and off the course. Chicken Soup's golf books have always been very successful-with addition of Golf
Digest, this book should hit a hole in one.
Mermaids on the Golf Course and Other Stories Oct 29 2022 Elf verhalen waarin steeds de menselijke zwakheid
centraal staat.
My Life and Other Stories Aug 15 2021 Intelligence comes from ignorance as wisdom comes from naivet and
there is nothing like gathering both from people who represent a diverse swath of nations throughout the world. As
cultures require contact with each other in order to grow and remain viable, and not succumb to atrophy, man too
requires contact with men of different beliefs and practices. No one nation or culture or religion has a hold on logic
or is immune to extremism. I feel blessed that Ive had the opportunity to absorb and learn about aspects of life that
Im sure I wouldnt have learned otherwise. In fact, my whole belief system was changed over the past forty-five
years through this contact. I began to do some research on my family and what I learned, coupled with what I had
experienced in my life, literally brought me to tears in gratitude and admiration, and hopefully in wisdom. If you like
to sit down and listen to stories told by, say, an old friend, an uncle, or a person with wrinkles on his face, grey in his
hair, and a sparkle of wisdom in his eyes, coupled with a smile on his face, then you should so bother. If you dont,
then stop right here and go pick up and read a book on vampires or loves lost or whatever turns your fancy. My life
has been tragic and wondrous and I have what I call life lessons that I believe you will find helpful in your life. Ill
even go so far as to say that, given even a fraction of introspection in you, your life will be significantly altered after
youve read this book. I know that doesnt sound humble but I also know this to be true. I have learned, forgot, and

made up many a good story. Keep this in mind when you read these chapters (stories) compiled within this book.
Are they all true? Mostly, with only the most embarrassing events removed. An old retired Air Force fighter pilot
once told me I have secrets only God and I know and thats the way it will remain.
The Succubus and Other Stories Feb 09 2021 Short stories of varying lengths. Over 600 pages. SF, fantasy, horror,
aberration and weirdness. Time travel, virtual reality, cloning. Murder in various modes of brutality. Sex, rape,
necrophilia. SANTA CLAUS SEX CRIMINAL: a look at the pedophile. Torture. Vomit. The transcosmic
environment of the moid. Life after death. Complications involving a demon. A story including a serial killer.
Murdered by a ghost. High quality literary fiction to mainline to your mind.
Emma the Emu Takes on the Golfers and Other Stories Aug 23 2019 This book consists of four mostly
humorous storis. One (for young and older readers) is about Emma and emu and her exploits off/on the golf course.
The touring NSW School Boys and the Victorian School Girls' Golf Reps were told by Mr Seldom Heard the Club
Manager "watch out for Emma the emu, she is another hazard here."
Practicing and Other Stories Jul 22 2019 This is the autobiography of a surgeon who began life in the Bronx, New
York. His colorful memoirs describe his childhood and education, and critically analyze scientific contributions in
vascular disease, shock and treatment of impotence. He describes what it was like do general practice in the Bronx
along with experiences in New York City; in Seville, Spain as a young Air Force Officer; residency and practice in
Cleveland, Ohio; Reno, Nevada; and Washington DC. Dr. De Palma reflects upon life in rapidly changing times as
well as responsibilities and uncertainties that exist in academic medicine and research.
The Guru of Golf Jul 14 2021 While to some chasing a small white ball across a vast field of grass may seem
pointless, the game of golf has, for centuries, drawn everyone from the poor working class to the upper crust of
society. There is something enchanting about the experience of golf that sets it apart from other sports. In this
collection of 18 short stories, The Guru of Golf celebrates perhaps one of the most widely popular of athletic
pursuits. Thomas Moore shows us how golf can be a perfect metaphor for life itself—endlessly mysterious, joyful,
and captivating, yet at times unbearable. From the tee to the green, he intertwines modern and classical tales that
illustrate the challenges players face—on and off the course. A game rife with strict rules on etiquette and both
physically and mentally taxing, golf tests the body, mind, and spirit. Humorous and insightful, The Guru of Golf
captures the range of emotions associated with its players’ ardent determination; searches for meaning behind quiet,
solitary moments; and reveals the struggles that try our patience, as well as the victories that make the game—and
life—worthwhile.
Power Lines and Other Stories Feb 27 2020 Eleven stories deal with the failure and dangers of love in the face of
the harsh modern world.
The Devil Inside Me (and other stories) Jul 26 2022 The first collection of short stories from the pen of Michael
McGuire.
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